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Abstract. Major limitations of our present knowledge of the
global distribution of CO2 in the atmosphere are the uncertainty in atmospheric transport mixing and the sparseness of
in situ concentration measurements. Limb viewing spaceborne sounders, observing the atmosphere along tangential
optical paths, offer a vertical resolution of a few kilometers for profiles, which is much better than currently flying or planned nadir sounding instruments can achieve. In
this paper, we analyse the feasibility of obtaining CO2 vertical profiles in the 5–25 km altitude range from the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment Fourier Transform Spectrometer (ACE-FTS, launched in August 2003), high spectral
resolution solar occultation measurements. Two main difficulties must be overcome: (i) the accurate determination
of the instrument pointing parameters (tangent heights) and
pressure/temperature profiles independently from an a priori CO2 profile, and (ii) the potential impact of uncertainties
in the temperature knowledge on the retrieved CO2 profile.
The first difficulty has been solved using the N2 collisioninduced continuum absorption near 4 µm to determine tangent heights, pressure and temperature from the ACE-FTS
spectra. The second difficulty has been solved by a careful
selection of CO2 spectral micro-windows. Retrievals using
synthetic spectra made under realistic simulation conditions
show a vertical resolution close to 2.5 km and accuracy of
the order of 2 ppm after averaging over 25 profiles. These
results open the way to promising studies of transport mechanisms and carbon fluxes from the ACE-FTS measurements.

Correspondence to: P. Y. Foucher
(pierre-yves.foucher@lmd.polytechnique.fr)

First CO2 vertical profiles retrieved from real ACE-FTS occultations shown in this paper confirm the robustness of the
method and applicability to real measurements.

1

Introduction

Determining the spatial and temporal structure of surface carbon fluxes has become a major scientific issue during the
last decade. In the so-called “inverse” approach, observed
atmospheric concentration gradients are used to disentangle
surface fluxes, given some description of atmospheric transport. This approach has been widely used to invert concentration measurements of CO2 from global surface networks to estimate the spatial distribution of annual mean surface fluxes (Gurney, 2002) and their interannual variability
(Baker, 2006). Major limitations of the inverse approach are
the uncertainties in atmospheric transport and the sparseness
of atmospheric CO2 concentration measurements based on a
network of about 100 surface stations unevenly distributed
over the world. As a consequence, the number of CO2 in situ
observations, particularly from aircraft (research campaigns
or regular aircraft measurements: see, e.g., Andrew (2001);
Brenninkmeijer (1999); Matsueda (2002); Engel (2006) and
references herein), has increased in recent years.
Although sporadic in time and space, in situ aircraft measurements are useful to test the modeling of the transport
of air from the surface to the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere as well as the incursion of stratospheric air back
into the upper troposphere. Since CO2 is inert in the lower
atmosphere, its long-term trend and pronounced seasonal cycle (due to the uptake and release by vegetation) propagate
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from the surface, and the difference between atmospheric
and surface mixing ratios is determined by the processes that
transport surface air throughout the atmosphere, including
advection, convection and eddy mixing (Shia, 2006). Because it takes several months to transport surface air to the
lower stratosphere, the CO2 mixing ratio is lower and the seasonal cycle is different there as compared to the troposphere
(Plumb, 1992, 1996; Shia, 2006). However, the transport
processes, and in particular small-scale dynamical processes,
such as convection and turbulence associated with frontal
activity, which cannot be explicitly resolved by chemistrytransport models in this region, are complex and our understanding is still poor. Bönisch (2008), evaluated transport
in three-dimensional chemical transport models in the upper
troposphere and lower stratosphere by using observed distributions of CO2 and SF6 . They show that although all models
are able to capture the general features in tracer distributions
including the vertical and horizontal propagation of the CO2
seasonal cycle, important problems remain such as: (i) a too
strong Brewer-Dobson circulation causing an overestimate
of the tracer concentration in the Lower Most Stratosphere
(LMS) during winter and spring, (ii) a too strong tropical
isolation leading to an underestimate of the tracers in the
LMS during winter. Moreover, all models tested suffer to
some extent from diffusion and/or too strong mixing across
the tropopause. In addition, the models show too weak vertical upward transport into the upper troposphere during the
boreal summer.
In recent years it has become possible to measure atmospheric CO2 from space. Satellite-based observations by the
nadir-viewing vertical sounders TIROS-N Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS), Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS)
(Chédin, 2002, 2003a, b; Crevoisier, 2004; Engelen, 2005),
or SCIAMACHY (Buchwitz, 2005), and now the Infrared
Atmospheric Sounder Interferometer (IASI) have the potential to dramatically increase the spatial and temporal coverage of CO2 measurements. In the January 2009, the Greenhouse gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT) mission has been
launched to measure CO2 and methane column densities
from orbit. The satellite data products are all vertically integrated concentrations rather than the profile measurements
that are essential to a comprehensive understanding of distribution mechanisms of CO2 . The difference between the
column-averaged CO2 mixing ratio and the surface value
varies from 2 to 10 ppmv depending on location and time of
year (Olsen, 2004). The upper troposphere can contribute
significantly to this difference because this portion of the
column constitutes approximately 20% of the column air
mass and the CO2 mixing ratios in this region can differ by
5 ppmv or more from the CO2 mixing ratios at the surface
(Anderson, 1996; Matsueda, 2002; Shia, 2006). With limb
sounders that observe the atmosphere along tangential optical paths, the vertical resolution of the measured vertical
profiles is of the order of a few kilometers, much better than
can be achieved with nadir sounding instruments. The AtAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 2873–2890, 2009

mospheric Chemistry Experiment Fourier Transform Spectrometer (ACE-FTS), launched in August 2003, is a limb
sounder that records solar occultation measurements (up to
30 occultations each day) with coverage between approximately 85◦ N and 85◦ S (Bernath, 2005), with more observations at high latitudes than over the tropics (Bernath, 2006).
The ACE-FTS has high spectral resolution (0.02 cm−1 ) and
the signal-to-noise ratio of ACE-FTS spectra is higher than
300:1 over a large portion (1000–3000 cm−1 ) of the spectral
range covered (750–4400 cm−1 ). Our analysis is organised
as follows. We first present the method used to retrieve CO2
profiles from limb viewing observations, the problems encountered in estimating the tangent heights of the measurements and the strategy adopted using the N2 continuum absorption. We then discuss in detail the crucial step of selecting appropriate spectral regions to use in the retrievals
(the so-called “micro-windows”). The micro-windows are
optimized to provide the maximum amount of information
on the target variables: instrument pointing parameters and
CO2 profiles. The selection procedure takes into account errors due to instrumental and spectroscopic parameters noise,
to interfering species (species other than CO2 ) and to temperature uncertainties. Constraints on the estimator are then
discussed in detail and results are presented on the degrees of
freedom, the vertical resolution, the error and standard deviation of the retrieved profiles. Finally, results using synthetic
spectra and first retrievals using real ACE-FTS data are presented and discussed.

2

2.1

Retrieving CO2 profiles from limb viewing observations: problems and strategy
Instrument pointing

Interpreting limb viewing observations in terms of atmospheric variables requires accurate knowledge of instrument pointing parameters (tangent heights) and pressure/temperature (hereafter referred to as “pT”) vertical profiles. Temperature and tangent heights can be viewed as independent parameters whereas pressure can be calculated from
temperature and altitude by using the hydrostatic equilibrium
equation. Reactive trace gases are the usual target species
of limb-viewing instruments, so pointing parameters are simultaneously retrieved with pT by the analysis of properly
selected CO2 lines under the assumption (questionable, in
certain cases) of a weak variation of its atmospheric concentration around a given a priori value. In the stratosphere, pT
and tangent height errors caused by a variation of the CO2
mixing ratio is not the major source of error, and, for example, is about 10% of the total error as estimated for the
MIPAS sounder for a CO2 uncertainty of 3 ppm (von Clarmann, 2003). This approach becomes more problematic in
the troposphere because: (i) the weak CO2 lines used are
more sensitive to an error in the assumed CO2 concentration
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/
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(Park, 1997), and (ii) the variability in this concentration is
much larger than in the stratosphere. Moreover, when the
target gas is CO2 itself, determining the pointing parameters
from CO2 lines is clearly impossible and would obviously
introduce artificial correlations between the pointing and the
CO2 concentration. A critical step in this research has therefore been to develop a method of obtaining pT profiles and
tangent heights independent of any a priori CO2 knowledge.
Only absorbing gases whose abundance is well known and
constant can be used to achieve this goal.
In the case of ACE v2.2 retrieval (Boone, 2005), pT and
tangent heights are fitted simultaneously using suitable CO2
lines above 12 km; below 12 km, pT profiles are from the
Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) analysis data, and
tangent heights are fitted using CO2 lines around 2600 cm−1 .
Above 12 km, the CO2 lines used for ACE v2.2 retrieval
are more sensitive to pointing parameters than to the CO2
volume mixing ratio; however below 12 km the CO2 lines
around 2600 cm are very sensitive to the CO2 concentration
and the bias in the tangent heights due to the assumed CO2
concentration increases dramatically. To determine tangent
heights and pT profiles from ACE-FTS spectra that are independent of CO2 , we make use of the N2 absorption continuum (Lafferty, 1996). The possibility of employing the N2
continuum in retrievals was mentioned in Boone (2005), but
this paper represents the first time such a retrieval strategy
has been implemented.
2.2

Retrieval strategy

The retrieval process has two main steps: pointing parameter
estimation and then CO2 vertical profile estimation. These
retrievals both use a similar least-squares retrieval method.
The target variable is a vector containing tangent heights and
a temperature profile in the first step or a CO2 profile in
the second step. ACE-FTS measurements can be inverted to
give the target variable using a least-squares retrieval method
based on optimal estimation theory (Gelb, 1974; Rodgers,
2000) and a non-linear iterative estimator which minimizes
the cost function:
χi2 = (y obs − y(x i ))T Se −1 (y obs − y(x i ))+
i

T

−1

(x − x a ) R

(1)

i

(x − x a )

where y obs is the measurement vector and y(x i ) the related
computed forward model vector vector for the iterative step
i, x i is the target profile and x a its a priori value. Se is the
random noise error covariance matrix. In order to take nonlinearity into account, the following iterative process, from
one state of the target profile to the next, is used (Levenberg,
1944; Marquardt, 1963; Rodgers, 2000):
x i+1 − x i = (KT Se −1 K + R + λD)−1
×(KT Se −1 (y obs − y(x i )) − R(x i − x a ))
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/
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where K is the n×m Jacobian matrix containing the partial
derivatives of all n simulated measurements y(x) with respect to all m unknown variables x : K(u, l) = ∂y(x)(u)
∂x(l) with
(u, l) ∈ [1, n][1, m] , and R is a regularization matrix. The
term D controls the “rate of descent” of the cost function
in the least squares process. The scalar λ increases when the
cost function is not reduced in a given iteration and decreases
when the cost function decreases. Here the matrix D is assumed diagonal and takes into account the possibility that the
expected variance of each element of the state vector may be
different:
D = diag(KT Se −1 K + R)

(3)

The regularization matrix R can take various forms, the
simplest being a diagonal matrix containing the a priori inverse variance (if known) of the target variable. In a Bayesian
sense, the inverse a priori covariance matrix Sa −1 is the optimal choice for R (Rodgers, 2000). However, when little information is available, a common choice is the use of
a Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov, 1963) with a squared
and scaled finite difference smoothing operator (Twomey,
1963; Phillips, 1962; Steck, 2002). (see Sects. 3.2 and 4 for
more details).
2.3

4A/OP-limb Radiative Transfer Model

The forward solution of the radiative transfer equation
is provided by the 4A/OP-limb Radiative Transfer Model
(RTM). 4A (for Automatized Atmospheric Absorption Atlas) is a fast and accurate line-by-line radiative transfer
model (Scott, 1981) developed and maintained at Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD; see http://ara.lmd.
polytechnique.fr) and was made operational (OP) in cooperation with the French company Noveltis (see http://www.
noveltis.net/4AOP for a description of the 4A/OP version).
4A allows fast computation of the transmittance of discrete
atmospheric layers (the nominal spectral grid is 5×10−4 cm
but can be changed by the user), and of the radiance at a
user-defined observation level. It relies on a comprehensive
database (the atlases) of monochromatic optical thicknesses
for up to 43 atmospheric molecular species. The atlases were
created by using the line-by-line and layer-by-layer model,
STRANSAC (Scott, 1974), in its latest 2000 version with upto-date spectroscopy from the GEISA spectral line data catalog (Jacquinet-Husson, 2008). The 4A/OP-limb RTM also
includes continua of N2 , O2 and H2 O. For the present application, 4A/OP-limb uses new atlases suitable for a 1 km atmospheric grid spacing for the altitude range surface-100 km
(100 levels). This 1 km discretization is used here for pressure, temperature and gas concentration profiles, as well as
for the Jacobian calculations.

(2)
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N2 continuum at different geometric tangent heights
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Fig. 1. Atmospheric N2 continuum (and associated N2 quadrupole
lines) transmittance in the 2400–2600 cm spectral range for 9 geometric tangent heights from 5 km to 25 km from 4A/OP-limb RTM.

3

Spectral micro-window selection

3.1

Spectral micro-window pre selection: a sensitivity
analysis

To be selected and finally included in the measurement vector, a spectral micro-window must satisfy the obvious criteria
of high sensitivity to the target variables (here the pointing
parameters or CO2 ) and low sensitivity to non target variables. Investigations have to be carried out to analyze the
quality of the spectral fit in order to minimize systematic contributions to the final error budget.
3.1.1

Pointing parameters and the N2 continuum absorption

As explained in Sect. 2, micro-windows are selected in the
N2 collision-induced absorption continuum near 4.0 µm to fit
tangent heights and pT profiles in the 5–25 km altitude range.
N2 continuum absorption is significant for large optical paths
obtained in the limb viewing geometry. 4A/OP-limb RTM
uses an empirical model (Lafferty, 1996) determined from
experimental data, which includes N2 -N2 and N2 -O2 collisions and covers the 190–300 K temperature range. Measurements cover the range 2125 cm (4.7 µm) to 2600 cm
(3.8 µm) with a spectral resolution of 0.25 cm−1 . N2 continuum absorption becomes too weak to be used above 25 km
and most of the band becomes saturated below 5 km; the
atmospheric transmittance dynamic range is large in the 5–
25 km altitude range as seen in Fig. 1. This spectral region
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 2873–2890, 2009
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Fig. 2. Atmospheric transmittance in the 2450–2550 cm spectral range at 8.65 km (geometric tangent height) from 4A/OP-limb
RTM. The N2 continuum (and associated N2 quadrupole lines) is
represented in red. CO2 and N2 O absorptions are represented in
blue and green, respectively. Total absorption is in grey.

also contains absorption from N2 O and CO2 lines. The far
wing contributions from these molecules, which are difficult
to model, may affect the baseline level in the vicinity of the
N2 continuum (see Figs. 2 and 3), thereby complicating the
analysis. For wavenumbers below 2385 cm the spectrum is
saturated up to 25 km due to CO2 far wing absorption and the
effect of this contribution on the N2 baseline remains significant up to 2500 cm for the lowest altitudes and up to 2450 cm
at 20 km. The contribution from N2 O line wings is important for the lowest altitudes from 2400 cm to 2495 cm and
from 2515 cm to 2600 cm but the N2 O and CO2 impact on
the baseline rapidly decreases with increasing tangent height
(see Fig. 3 for a geometric tangent height of 15.9 km). The
geometric tangent height is the tangent altitude of the optical path without refraction. This geometric optical path is
tangent to the true optical path (with refraction) at the satellite position. So, geometric tangent heights are always higher
than true tangent heights. Figure 2 shows that at 8.65 km geometric tangent height (corresponding to a true tangent height
around 7.7 km), CO2 and N2 O contributions to the N2 absorption are only negligible in a small spectral region around
2500 cm−1 , whereas at 15.90 km, Fig. 3 shows that a larger
spectral region, from 2480 to 2520 cm−1 , is available. In
summary, the spectral ranges employed for pointing parameter retrieval using the N2 continuum are as follows: 2495–
2505 cm in the 5–10 km altitude range, 2490–2520 cm in the
10–15 km altitude range, 2480–2505 cm and around 2461 cm
in the 15–25 km altitude range.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/
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Fig. 3. Atmospheric transmittance in the 2450–2550 cm spectral range at 15.9 km (geometric tangent height) from 4A/OP-limb
RTM. The N2 continuum (and associated N2 quadrupole lines) is
represented in red. CO2 and N2 O absorptions are represented in
blue and green, respectively. Total absorption is in grey.

The pure N2 collision-induced absorption temperature dependence varies with wavenumber (Lafferty, 1996). Below
2450 cm−1 , the absorption coefficient decreases with temperature, while the reverse is true for wavenumbers above
2450 cm−1 ; however the sensitivity to variations in tangent
height is relatively constant throughout the continuum. To retrieve temperature and tangent height simultaneously above
12 km (see part 2.1), it is necessary to choose at least two
different N2 spectral micro-windows having different sensitivities to temperature, i.e., micro-windows around 2450 cm
(or below) and micro-windows around 2500 cm−1 . However, in the 2450 cm spectral range, absorption is very high
below 10 km and is influenced by the N2 O and CO2 line far
wings. In this paper we therefore focus mainly on tangent
height retrievals although the results of a simultaneous fit are
presented in part 5.
3.1.2

CO2 concentrations: an analysis of CO2 line sensitivity

The selection of CO2 spectral micro-windows for both concentration and temperature retrievals is based on the analysis of 4A/OP-limb RTM simulated transmittances and Jacobians. In a first step, CO2 lines with concentration Jacobians peaking within the tangent altitude range considered
are selected. In a second step, CO2 lines overlapped by other
species are rejected on the basis of the relative importance
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/
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of the CO2 Jacobian and the Jacobians of the other species.
In a third step, only the CO2 lines with a small lower state
energy E00 are selected to minimize the line intensity dependence on temperature. In fact, it may be shown that for a
micro-window corresponding to a CO2 line with a low value
of the lower state energy E00 , there exists a tangent height at
which the temperature Jacobian is almost equal to zero (Park,
1997) and the sign of the temperature Jacobian is positive
above this critical altitude and negative below.
Altogether, about 80 CO2 micro-windows were preselected from five different spectral domains as shown in Table 3.1.2 (column 1: number of micro-windows; column 2:
spectral domain and isotopologue). In this table they are classified according to the altitude range in which they are suitable for determining the CO2 profile (column 3). Column 4
gives the average value of E00 for the lines selected in each
spectral domain. These values are much smaller than those
corresponding to micro-windows traditionally selected for
temperature retrieval when the target variable is not CO2 (see
column 5). Figures 4 and 5 show examples of pre-selected
CO2 micro-windows transmittances (Fig. 4) and sensitivities
(Fig. 5), for each contributing species, versus wavenumber at
a tangent height of 11.2 km. In Fig. 4, different situations
are seen: (i) relatively clean CO2 windows (b1, b2, b3, c2
and c3); (ii) windows with modest contributions from other
species (O3 in a3 and c1); windows with more pronounced
signatures from other species (H2 O in a1, O3 in a2, CO in
b4, and N2 O in c4). The impact of other species, such as
CH4 , has also been tested (although no results are presented
here). Figure 5 shows transmittance Jacobians for the same
species and for the same CO2 micro-windows. In this figure the temperature Jacobians are also plotted (black dashed
line) which display different behaviours: positive sensitivity for a1, b1, and c3; negative sensitivity for a2, a3, b3, c1
and c2; sensitivity changing sign within the spectral interval for b4 and c4. Almost zero sensitivity is observed for
b2. The expected presence of opposite temperature Jacobian signs, between 2030 cm and 2606 cm for example, is
a very interesting point. Indeed, if two CO2 lines with opposite temperature Jacobians for the same altitude range are
used for CO2 retrieval, the impact of temperature uncertainties on the retrieval in this altitude range is reduced (see part
3.2 on micro-windows optimization). When a micro-window
is nearly free of absorption by other species, an easy method
to select (or reject) the micro-window is to look at the ratio between its sensitivity to temperature to its sensitivity to
CO2 . The presence of an interfering species may be seen as
a problem in terms of the error budget. However, this interference can lead to the temperature sensitivity changing sign
within the micro-window (as in b4, for example) which may
result in a less significant temperature sensitivity than for a
cleaner micro-window with a more uniform (positive or negative) temperature sensitivity.
The instrumental noise, as well as the ability of the RTM
to properly model the transmittance, also plays an important
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 2873–2890, 2009
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Fig. 4. Transmittance at 11.2 km versus wavenumber (cm−1 ) for 11 pre-selected CO2 micro-windows (a1 to a3, b1 to b4 and c1 to c4, from
left to right) with a spectral width of 0.2 cm (except c4). Each species contributing to the total absorption in the spectral range is identified
by the colour legend (CO2 : dotted red; H2 O: dotted green, etc.).

role in the micro-window selection process: a “good” microwindow in term of sensitivity can be useless if the measurement or model errors are too large. Selecting an optimal set
of micro-windows well distributed in the 5–25 km altitude
range requires a detailed analysis of the retrieval error budget.
3.2

Optimization of the micro-window selection: error
budget analysis

The total error budget on the target variable x, errX(l), at altitude level l, essentially results from the instrumental noise
propagation error, error from parameter uncertainties (the
effect of pT profiles and tangent height errors on CO2 retrievals, for example), error uncertainties in other species,
model and spectroscopic error. The errX(l) depends on the
quality of the micro-window selection. Following von Clarmann (1998) and Dudhia (2002), the pre-selected microwindows have been optimized by adjusting their boundaries
and numbers so that the total retrieval error is minimized.
v
u
p
X
u
errX(l) = t(σ (l) +
ej (l)2 )
(4)
j

ej = (KT Se −1 K + R)−1 ×KT Se −1 K j 1j
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Sn = (KT Se −1 K + R)−1 ×KT Se −1 K
×(KT Se −1 K + R)−1

(6)

σ = diag(Sn )

(7)

The total error budget errX(l) on the target variable is defined for altitude level l by Eq. (4) where σ (l) (Eq. 7) is the
diagonal element of the random error propagation covariance
matrix Sn (Eq. 6), p is the number of non target parameters,
ej (l) (Eq. 5) is the error due to parameter j at level l, with
K j the partial derivative of the corresponding transmittance
matrix and 1j the standard deviation vector of parameter j
uncertainties.
Micro-window optimization requires the use of a regularization matrix, especially for CO2 . Discussion of this constraint in terms of accuracy and vertical resolution is presented in part 4. In short, to optimize micro-windows, a first
order finite difference Tikhonov regularization (see Sect. 2)
is used to optimize temperature and tangent height microwindows and a covariance matrix from the MOZART 3=D
chemical transport model (Horowitz, 2003) is used to optimize CO2 micro-windows. Note that the regularization does
not modify the micro-window selection but is necessary to
evaluate the total error budget.

(5)
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Fig. 5. Transmittance Jacobians at 11.2 km versus wavenumber (cm−1 ) for 11 pre-selected CO2 micro-windows (a1 to a3, b1 to b4 and c1
to c4, from left to right) and for each species contributing to the total absorption in the spectral range, identified by the colour legend (CO2 :
dotted red; H2 O: dotted green, etc.). Black dashed lines are for the temperature Jacobians. Species Jacobians other than CO2 are for a 2%
variation in their concentration; CO2 Jacobians are for a variation of 5 ppm of its concentration; temperature Jacobians are for a variation of
1 K.
Table 1. CO2 microwindow families.
number of mw

CO2 spectral domain (cm−1 )

altitude rangea (km)

E00 (cm−1 ) b

E00 (cm−1 ) c

12
13
32
9
16

1920–1955/12 C16 O2
2010–2030/13 C16 O2
2600–2635/18 OC16 O
3150–3205/12 C16 O2
3315–3355/12 C16 O2

9–25
7–20
5–15
5–25
5–25

150.2
162.8
61.6
182.6
154.6

512.2

777.4

a not all microwindows of each family are used for the same altitude range
b mw used for CO retrieval
2
c mw used for T retrieval

3.2.1

Optimized N2 continuum micro-windows

For each spectral range available (see Sect. 3.1.1), optimum
micro-windows are selected to minimize the CO2 and N2 O
far wing contribution to the N2 baseline continuum absorption and the retrieval error in general. Starting from a minimal width of 1 cm for an optimized micro-window, the total retrieval error is estimated as a function of the increasing width of the window. The random noise error, errors
due to 5% percent changes in CO2 and N2 O concentrations,
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/

and model errors due to CO2 and N2 O far wing contributions and N2 continuum, estimated on the basis of comparisons with ACE-FTS measurements and experimental measurements (Lafferty, 1996), are taken into account in this
analysis. The random noise variance used here is taken as
twice the instrument noise variance to account for random
errors from computation. Figure 6 shows the variation of
the total error and of error components (random noise, CO2 ,
N2 O, model) as a function of the width of the micro-window
for the spectral range around 2500 cm−1 . These errors have
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Tangent height retrieval errors for the 5-10km altitude range
around 2500 cm-1

Table 2. Altitude retrieval error of selected N2 microwindows.
altitude range (km)

error (km)

2461.2–2462.8
2504–2507
2491.1–2493.1
2498.5–2501.5
2498–2502

15–20
10–15
12–17
10–17
5–10

70.10−3
75.10−3
65.10−3
50.10−3
40.10−3

Random noise
N2O

Error (km)

N2 spectral range (cm−1 )

CO2
model
Total

3.2.2

Optimized set of CO2 line micro-windows

In the case of CO2 , many micro-windows may be considered for retrieving its concentration at a given altitude. Optimization of the set of pre-selected micro-windows is based
on the evaluation of component and total errors due to noise
propagation, temperature uncertainties, and, eventually, interfering species. The random noise introduced accounts for
instrumental noise and CO2 random spectroscopic parameters error. Resulting from comparisons between observations
and model simulations, the transmittance model random error for CO2 has been taken equal to 0.5×10−2 (i.e., twice
as larger as instrumental random noise in the center of the
band). Micro-window selection follows two main steps: (i)
optimization of the width of each micro-window, (ii) creation
of an optimum set of micro-windows.
For each pre-selected micro-window we first evaluate the
impact of its spectral width on the retrieval error. Fig. 7a to
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 2873–2890, 2009

Width (cm-1)

Fig. 6. Tangent height retrieval errors (in km) for the 5–10 km
altitude range as a function of the micro-window width (cm−1 ).
Micro-window centred at 2500.7 cm−1 . Red: random noise error; blue and green: errors due to uncertainties on CO2 and N2 O,
respectively; pink: model error due to N2 continuum uncertainty,
CO2 and N2 O far wing contributions; blue: total error.
Mw 2611.3, level 6

Random noise
Temperature
N20

Error (ppm)

been averaged for tangent heights between 5 and 10 km. The
initial micro-window width is 1 cm (50 spectral points) and
its central wavenumber is 2500. 7 cm−1 , which corresponds
to the centre of the CO2 band (see Figs. 2 and 3). Then,
step by step, 2 symmetric spectral points are added and the
tangent height retrieval error is again estimated. From 1 cm
to 9 cm width, the noise propagation error decreases from
25 m to 9 m, the model error increases from 35 m to 42 m,
the error due to uncertainties in CO2 and N2 O concentration remains less than 5 m. The total error reaches its minimum value (about 40 m) at 3.5 cm width and remains approximately constant for larger widths. Similar results are
obtained for the same spectral range for the 10–15 km altitude range (not shown). The total error comes to about 50 m;
model error significantly increases with the width (due to
CO2 far wing model error as the N2 continuum model error is quite constant in this spectral region); retrieval errors
due to N2 O and CO2 concentration uncertainties remain low
(less than 5 m). For this altitude range, in the spectral interval 2495–2505 cm−1 , the optimal micro-window width is
3 cm−1 . Results for the same altitude range in other spectral intervals, 2490–2495 cm and 2505–2520 cm−1 , are also
interesting. Optimized micro-windows resulting from this
spectral analysis are presented in Table 2 for tangent height
retrieval in the range 5–25 km.

03
H20
Total

Number of spectral points

Fig. 7a. CO2 retrieval errors (in ppm) for level at 6 km as a
function of the micro-window number of spectral points (spectral
step=0.02 cm−1 ). Micro-window centred at 2611.3 cm−1 . Red:
random noise error; blue, pink and pale blue: errors due to uncertainties on N2 O, O3 and H2 O, respectively; dark: total error.

7e show retrieval error evolution with micro-window width
for 4 different micro-windows at different tangent heights.
Usually there is a significant decrease in noise propagation
error with the width as seen in Fig. 7a, however interfering
species error and temperature error evolution with width is
not monotonic (see Fig. 7d) and depends on the altitude (see
Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b). The optimal width of a micro-window
increases when altitude decreases in order to reduce as much
as possible noise error propagation. An interesting point is
that interfering species can sometimes make temperature error decrease (see Fig. 7d). Finally, for each altitude, preselected width-optimized micro-windows are ranked according to their total error or rejected if the total error cannot be
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/
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Table 3. CO2 error budget evolution as a function of the number of micro-windows selected.
Noise error a

Number of mw
10
15
20
25
30

Temperature error a

Total error b

5–10 km

10–15 km

15–20 km

5–10 km

10–15 km

15–20 km

5–10 km

10–15 km

15–20 km

0.759
0.499
0.409
0.378
0.365

0.746
0.573
0.479
0.451
0.421

0.742
0.578
0.480
0.436
0.423

0.694
0.277
0.363
0.177
0.365

0.789
1.18
1.03
0.892
0.959

0.397
0.663
0.437
0.757
0.857

0.738
0.440
0.394
0.324
0.388

0.805
0.702
0.601
0.547
0.582

0.723
0.585
0.477
0.464
0.467

a ratio between retrieval error and retrieval error from the initial set containing 5 micro-windows
b in ratio as a , total error includes random noise, temperature and non target species uncertainty errors

Mw 1934.82, level 11

Random noise

Random noise

Temperature

Temperature

N20

N20

03

Error (ppm)

Error (ppm)

Mw 2611.3, level 16

03

H20

H20

Total

Total

Number of spectral points

Number of spectral points

Fig. 7b. Same as Fig. 7a and for level at 16 km.

Fig. 7d. Same as Fig. 7a for micro-window centred at 1934.8 cm
and for level at 11 km.

Mw 2604.6, level 6
Mw 1941.12, level 11

Random noise
Random noise

Temperature
Temperature

03
H20

N20

Error (ppm)

Error (ppm)

N20

03
H20

Total
Total

Number of spectral points
Number of spectral points

Fig. 7c. Same as Fig. 7a for micro-window centred at 2604.1 cm
and for level at 6 km.

reduced (see Fig. 7c and e). The optimal width varies from
0.2 cm to 0.6 cm with the micro-window and the altitude.
The second step of the optimization procedure consists of
starting from a first “best set” of 5 micro-windows chosen
among the micro-windows with lowest total error and well
distributed within the 5–25 km altitude range. From this first
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/

Fig. 7e. Same as Fig. 7a for micro-window centred at 1941.1 cm
and for level at 11 km.

set, the number of micro-windows is progressively increased
by adding windows of good quality (total error) while observing their impact on the total error.
Table 3.2.1 gives, for five augmented sets of
micro-windows (column 1), the ratio between the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 2873–2890, 2009
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corresponding total error and that obtained with the
original 5-micro-window set. Regarding the random noise
error (columns 2–4), the retrieval error decreases when
the number of micro-windows increases at each altitude
range. A limit is reached for the set with 30 micro-windows.
Temperature error (columns 5–7) behaviour varies with the
altitude range: (i) in the 5–10 km altitude range the error
decreases up to the 15 micro-windows set and then fluctuates
with a minimum for the 25 micro-windows set, this being
due to the fact that, for this altitude range, the temperature
sensitivity sign frequently changes from one micro-window
to another, leading to error compensation; (ii) in the 10–
15 km altitude range the temperature sensitivity sign is more
stable with slightly larger values for the augmented sets
than for the initial 5-micro-window set: this set has been
optimized to reduce temperature error in this altitude range;
(iii) the 15–20 km altitude range error values are lower than
for the initial 5-micro-window set with some important
fluctuations with a minimum for the 10-micro-window
set and a maximum for the 30-micro-window set. The
total retrieval error (column 8–10) includes random noise,
temperature and non target species uncertainty errors. It
decreases when the number of micro-windows increases
and validates this second step of the optimization process.
However, from the 25 to the 30 micro-window set, the total
error slightly increases at each altitude range: adding more
pre selected micro-windows no longer improves the retrieval
performance. Indeed, the noise error reaches its limit and
the temperature error begins to increase significantly at each
altitude range. The optimal 25-micro-window set is used in
the following analysis.

4

Retrieval error analysis: accuracy and vertical resolution

The choice of an appropriate regularization matrix R (see
Sect. 2.2), which may either smooth the retrieval or constrain
its final state towards an a priori known state, has a direct impact on the retrieval error as it governs the balance between
the information brought by the signal and that brought by the
constraint.
4.1

Choice of the regularization matrix R

As stated in Sect. 2, one of the best choices for R is the inverse a priori CO2 covariance matrix Sa , provided it is known
accurately enough. Here, Sa and associated a priori profiles
xa have been calculated by the MOZART-CTM version 2
(Horowitz, 2003). These a priori matrices and profiles have
been estimated for each season, and for five latitude bands
(from −90◦ to +90◦ by 30◦ ) covering all longitudes. Diagonal elements of Sa represent the expected variance of the
CO2 mixing ratio at each altitude and non diagonal elements
represent the vertical correlation between CO2 mixing ratios
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 2873–2890, 2009

Table 4. CO2 retrieval degrees of freedom for the 5–20 km altitude
range as a function of α.
df

α

8
9
10

2.165×10−3
8.50×10−4
4.05×10−4

at different altitudes. However, the impact of such a constraint on the retrieval is quite strong due to the presence of
significant noise and the regularisation matrix R is often assumed to be equal to the product αSa −1 , where α is a scalar
less than unity. The optimized value of α for the retrieval
must ensure a good vertical resolution and a good accuracy.
In the case of tangent height retrievals, we use a first order
Tikhonov regularization as no covariance a priori data are
available.
4.2

Averaging kernel

The instrument has an input aperture of 1.25 mrad, which
subtends an altitude range of 3–4 km at the tangent point.
However, the altitude spacing between two sequential measurements in the 5–25 km range varies from about 3 km to
less than 1 km and suggests that the effective vertical resolution of the ACE-FTS can be better than the field-of-view
limit (Hegglin, 2008) if, for example, some deconvolution
technique is used. For the purposes of this study, we will
define the vertical resolution using the averaging kernel matrix, A, and our analysis does not explicitly include the effect
of the finite field-of-view of the instrument. To estimate the
vertical resolution of the retrieval we use the averaging kernel matrix A written as:
A = (KT Se −1 K + R)−1 ×KT Se −1 K =
df = tr(A)

∂b
x
∂x

(8)
(9)

A is the averaging kernel matrix, b
x is the retrieved profile
and x is the input profile: the k th element of row j of the averaging kernel matrix represents the sensitivity of level j of the
retrieved profile b
x to a 1 ppm change in the CO2 mixing ratio
of level k of the input profile x. The trace of the averaging
kernel matrix, df (Eq. 9), is equal to the degrees of freedom
of the retrieval. When no constraint is applied, the averaging
kernel is the identity matrix and the degrees of freedom of
the retrieval is equal to the number of grid levels: the vertical
resolution would here be equal to 1 km. Assuming a vertical resolution of about 2 km, corresponding to an average
number of nine ACE-FTS measurements in the 5–25 km altitude range, the expected degrees of freedom for the retrieval
comes to 9 which corresponds to an initial value of alpha of
the order of 8.5×10−4 .
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/
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1

Fig. 8. Averaging kernel (row of A) for a retrieval degree of freedom
equal to 9. Each curve labelled l on the right color legend represents
the sensitivity, given in abscissa in ppm of CO2 , of the retrieval
at level l to a 1 ppm change made at the altitude (in km) given in
ordinate. Each row of A corresponds to a retrieval level and to a
coloured curve as indicated by the colour legend on the right. For
example, the red curve labelled “lev 15” in this legend represents
the sensitivity, given in abscissa in ppm of CO2 , of the retrieval at
level 15 (15 km altitude) to a 1 ppm change made at altitude given
in ordinate.

4.3

Vertical resolution

Figure 8 illustrates the averaging kernel for a degree of freedom of 9. For this example, level 15 averaging kernel values
at altitude 15 km are slightly larger than 0.6. The maximum
of level l averaging kernel generally occurs at altitude l and
the vertical resolution corresponds to the half-width of the
sensitivity distribution. For example, the vertical resolution
of level 15 retrieval is close to 2 km. Figure 8 also shows that
the peaks of the sensitivity distributions do not always correspond to the altitude at which the 1 ppm change has been
made. For example, “lev 8”, “lev10” and “lev 12” curves
peak, respectively, at altitudes 7 km, 9 km and 11 km and
their peak values are smaller than those of “lev 7”, “lev 9”
and “lev 11” peaks and their associated vertical resolution is
worse (around 3 km instead 2 km). This means that retrievals
are (respectively) more sensitive to changes at altitudes 7 km,
9 km and 11 km than at 8 km, 10 km and 12 km. This difference simply comes from the fact that the retrieval grid is finer
than the measurement grid. Measurement tangent heights
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/
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(measurement grid) are closer, in this case, to the retrieval
grid at altitudes 7 km, 9 km and 11 km than at 8 km, 10 km
and 12 km altitudes. As expected, the retrievals are more sensitive near the observed tangent heights. Peak values are always larger than 0.5 (except in the 20–25 km altitude range),
which confirms that the retrieval has been made using information primarily from the measurements rather than from
the regularization (Koner, 2008) and that the retrieval grid
of 1 km is adapted to the measurements. The decrease in
the vertical resolution seen in the 20–25 km altitude range is
due to a lack of CO2 lines sufficiently sensitive to CO2 concentration and sufficiently insensitive to temperature. As a
consequence, averaging kernel peak values decrease. Above
20 km, information preferentially comes from the a priori
vector.
4.4

Impact of the constraint on the retrieval error

To quantify the impact of the constraint on the retrieval error
and to determine the best α value, we carried out retrievals
on synthetic spectra taking into account instrumental noise
and an uncertainty in atmospheric temperature with no bias
and a standard deviation of 1 K (random noise). A set of 25
synthetic occultations were generated using a common “true”
CO2 profile and different patterns for the random noise. CO2
profiles are retrieved from each of these synthetic occultations. We performed the retrievals using different values of
α around the initial pre selected value corresponding to 9 degrees of freedom. The choice of an optimized α is based on
the calculation of the standard deviation between the mean
retrieved profile and the true profile averaged over the altitude range 5–25 km (“accuracy”) and the standard deviation
of the sample of 25 retrieved profiles (again 5–25 km average; “precision”). First, an important difference is seen between the “accuracy” and the “precision” results. This is due
to spurious oscillations of the retrieved profiles around the
true profile: they mostly compensate each other in the “accuracy” result whereas they clearly appear in the “precision”
result for the lowest value of α. For higher values of α, the
mean retrieved profile tends to a priori with no more spurious oscillations, the mean total error increases whereas the
standard deviation decreases. Results of this analysis lead
to degrees of freedom between 8 and 9, corresponding to a
value of alpha of 0.001 (we have verified that, applied to real
occultations, this value of α actually minimizes the measurement part of the residual (first term of the right hand side of
Eq. 1).
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Fig. 9b. The same as Fig. 9a with 1 K bias and 1 K random noise
added to the ACE level 2.2 temperature profile.
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0.06

0.09

Fig. 9c. The same as Fig. 9b with simultaneous tangent height and
temperature retrieval.

Fig. 9a. Single tangent height retrieval from N2 continuum spectral windows in the 5–20 km altitude range using ACE level 2.2
temperature profile: results from 25 synthetic tests. Mean initial
tangent height statistics (left): bias in dotted dark line and standard
deviation (dark error bars). Mean retrieved tangent height statistics (right): bias in dotted red line and standard deviation (red error
bars).
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20
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5

Application to real data, results and discussion

5.1
5.1.1

Tangent height
Discussion of synthetic tests

Following the procedure described in Sect. 3, tangent height
N2 -retrievals on synthetic occultations have been carried out
taking into account various options for the instrumental noise
and an initial guess tangent height standard deviation of
0.3 km with no bias. Figure 9a (left) shows initial guess
statistics (mean: dotted line; standard deviation: solid bars)
over the 25 cases used in Sect. 4.4). Figure 9a (right), which
assumes knowledge of the temperature, here from ACE v2.2
data, shows the mean tangent height retrieval error statistics:
the standard deviation error (solid bars) is less than 20 m with
almost no bias. For these synthetic tests, no model errors
were introduced; consequently, an error of about 50 m (see
Table 2) due to model uncertainties must be added to this
result. Figure 9b shows similar results when knowledge of
the temperature profile is not assumed: an uncertainty with
a 1 K random error and a 1 K bias is introduced. On Fig. 9b
(right), we see resulting tangent height biases varying with
altitude: −10 m below 8 km, +30 m between 8 and 14 km and
+70 m above. Standard deviations are larger, up to 100 m at
14 or 16 km. As mentioned in Sect. 3.1.1, simultaneous tangent height and temperature retrieval in principle requires the
use of two different N2 micro-windows to ensure stability.
However, using the set of micro-windows of Table 2, Fig. 9c
shows results corresponding to the same case as Fig. 9b (uncertainty of 1 K and bias of 1 K on temperature): the simultaneous fit reduces tangent height biases by a factor of about
2 above 14 km. Assuming ACE v2.2 errors on temperature
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/
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Mean retrieved profile over 25 occultations, random noise T: 1K

Mean difference with ACE real data tangent heights, year: 2006, lat: 50/70 N, long: 90W/0
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profiles and on tangent heights (as they are correlated in the
case of real data), a simultaneous fit can markedly reduce
these errors in comparison with single tangent heights retrieval. This is especially significant for our purpose when
these errors are due to correlation with CO2 a priori profile
data.
First application to real data

These results are confirmed by looking at tangent height profiles retrieved from real ACE data for two months in 2006
(July and November). Figure 10 shows mean differences between N2 -retrieved and ACE v2.2 tangent height profiles for
these two months for a region of the Northern Hemisphere
(50–70◦ N; 0–90◦ W). In July, the mean difference tangent
height profile increases from −20 m to 75 m from 6 to 11 km
and then decreases to +10 m at 18 km. In November the mean
difference tangent height profile is different: it regularly decreases from +125 m at 6 km to −20 m at 18 km. At 6 km the
difference between November and July is about 130 m while
it is about 30 m at 18 km. ACE v2.2 tangent height errors
due to correlation with CO2 a priori profile are expected to
be more important for lower altitudes because: (i) only CO2
transitions are used to fit tangent heights below 12 km, and
(ii) CO2 seasonal variations are known to be more important
at lower altitudes. ACE v2.2 tangent height retrieval sensitivity to CO2 a priori concentration is of the order of 125 m
for a 5 ppm change, a value which corresponds well to the
change in CO2 concentration between summer and autumn
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/
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Fig. 10. Mean difference between N2 -retrieved tangent height profiles and ACE v2.2 tangent heights from real occultation data for a
region of the Northern Hemisphere (50–70◦ N; 0–90◦ W). The red
curve represents the mean difference in July 2006 for 35 occultations. The grey curve represents the mean difference in November
2006 for 40 occultations. For each case, error bars correspond to the
variance of the difference between ACE v2.2 tangent heights and
N2 -retrieved tangent heights for the selected set of occultations.

5.1.2

8

Nov
Jul

true
a priori
df = 8

Fig. 11a. CO2 mean retrieved profile averaged over 25 tests (blue)
and empirical standard deviation of the sample (pink). The a priori
profile (dotted dark) has a correct gradient sign. A 1 K noise has
been added to the temperature profile. The true CO2 profile is the
red curve.

at 60◦ N in the middle troposphere (Bönisch, 2008; Engel,
2006). So, the difference observed in Fig. 10 may tentatively
be explained by the seasonal CO2 volume mixing ratio cycle not taken into account in the ACE v2.2 retrievals. This
assumption has to be confirmed by extending the period of
analysis. However, these test cases demonstrate that the tangent height retrieval using N2 absorption instead of CO2 lines
is feasible also with real measurements. The variance observed of about 100 m throughout the altitude range in July
and in November is consistent with previous synthetic results
(see Sect. 5.1.1) and ACE v2.2 tangent height uncertainties.
5.2
5.2.1

CO2 retrieval
Discussion of synthetic tests

CO2 profiles are retrieved using the set of 25 CO2 microwindows selected in Sect. 3 and degrees of freedom between
8 and 9 corresponding to α=10−3 . For the same assumed
situation (same true profile and same a priori profile), CO2
profiles are estimated for a total of 25 noise cases (1 K in temperature and a realistic random noise estimated from comparisons between true observations and synthetic calculations)
and the results averaged. Results are first shown for two different assumed situations: in Fig. 11a, the a priori profile has
the same gradient as the true profile with concentration values too low by about 3 ppm; in Fig. 11b, the a priori profile
gradient has a sign opposite to that of the true profile with
concentration values too large by about 2 ppm at 5 km and
too low by about 3.5 ppm at 25 km. In these two cases, the
error bars in pink correspond to “precision” (see Sect. 4.4)
among the 25 retrievals. In Fig. 11a, from 5 to 15 km, the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 2873–2890, 2009
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Mean retrieved profile over 25 occultations, random noise T: 1K
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Fig. 11b. Same as Fig. 11a except using an a priori profile with a
wrong gradient sign.
Mean retrieved profile over 25 occultations, random noise T: 2K
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11a with 2 K noise added to the temperature
profile.

error bar value decreases from about 2.5 ppm to 1.5 ppm and
then increases to 2.5 ppm to 25 km. In the case of the wrong
a priori gradient of Fig. 11b, error bar values are larger by
about 0.5 ppm with the same evolution with altitude (higher
values at top and bottom of the altitude range). For the two
cases (Fig. 11a and b) the maximum absolute difference with
the true profile is about 1 ppm (due to spurious oscillations),
and no significant bias due to the a priori profile appears. In
Fig. 12, the same a priori and true profiles as Fig. 11a are
used and a 2 K temperature random noise has been added to
the temperature profile. The mean retrieved CO2 profile using this noisy profile is represented in blue in the figure. The
bias is still less than 1 ppm and error bar values increase by
1 ppm in comparison with Fig. 11a. Figure 13 considers the
same case as Fig. 11a (only random noise on temperature
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 2873–2890, 2009
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 11a with CO2 with a true profile showing a
4–5 ppm “hump” in the 9–13 km altitude range.

profile) but the true profile (red) is shifted by 5 ppm in the
9–13 km altitude range from the previous true profile. The
mean retrieved CO2 profile (blue) follows quite well the true
profile; the mean error is about 1 ppm and the mean dispersion is about 2 ppm. The two sharp steps from 13 to 14 km
and from 8 to 9 km of the true profile “hump” are less accurately retrieved (maximum error of about 2.5 ppm). However, the retrieval can reproduce a 4 km thick CO2 profile
structure with a good vertical resolution. With the accuracy
obtained on pointing parameters, assuming errors on the temperature profile of the order 1 K standard deviation, assuming
instrumental and model noise according to ACE-FTS measurements, and assuming a regularization matrix based on
the MOZART model CO2 covariance matrix with degrees of
freedom around 9, the retrieved CO2 error averaged over 25
occultations comes to less than 1 ppm bias with a standard
deviation around 2 ppm. This accuracy is consistent with the
objectives described in Sect. 1 and validates the selection of
CO2 micro-windows (Table 3.2.1). The retrieval error due
to MOZART CO2 a priori profile is weak enough (less than
0.5 ppm) to allow averaging of spatially and temporally consistent retrieved CO2 profiles.
5.2.2

First application to real data

Figure 14a and b display the first CO2 profiles retrieved from
ACE-FTS instrument in the 10–22 km altitude range. These
profiles correspond to monthly means over the same Northern Hemisphere region (50–70◦ N; 0–90◦ W) for the months
of July 2005 and 2006 (Fig. 14a) and November 2005 and
2006 (Fig. 14b). In each case, profiles correspond to averages over about 35 occultations. These figures correspond to
CO2 profiles retrieved using the isotopologue 12 C16 O2 . The
mean standard deviation of the samples is around 2.5 ppm in
all cases. An average increase of the CO2 concentration from
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/2873/2009/
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Fig. 14a. Mean retrieved CO2 profile from real ACE data using
15 micro-windows of 12 C16 O2 in the 10–22 km altitude range for
the same region as in Fig. 10 in the Northern Hemisphere. The red
curve represents the mean CO2 profile for July 2006 and grey curve
corresponds to July 2005.
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Fig. 15a. Mean retrieved CO2 profile from real ACE data using
10 micro-windows of 18 OC16 O in the 7–12 km altitude range for
the same region as in Fig. 10 in the Northern Hemisphere. The red
curve represents the mean CO2 profile for July 2006 and grey curve
corresponds to July 2005.

Mean CO2 profile month: Nov , isotope: iso1, latitude: 50/70 N, longitude: 90W/0

Mean CO2 profile month: Nov , isotope: iso3, latitude: 50/70 N, longitude: 90W/0
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Fig. 14b. Same as Fig. 14a but in November 2005 and 2006.

Fig. 15b. Same as Fig. 15a but in November 2005 and 2006.

2005 to 2006 of about 1.5–2 ppm is observed in good agreement with surface measurements: for example, +1.7 ppm in
2006 at Mauna Loa (see http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/
trends). In July (Fig. 14a), the CO2 concentration is almost
constant in 2005 and 2006 except a peak appearing in 2006
at 11 km. From 10 to 22 km, a negative gradient of about
0.5 ppm in 2005 and 1 ppm in 2006 is observed. In November (Fig. 14b), a negative gradient from 10 to 22 km of about
3 ppm is seen in 2005 and of 4 ppm in 2006. Isotopologue
18 OC16 O is suitable for retrieving profiles for lower altitudes and results are shown on Fig. 15a (July) and Fig. 15b
(November), for the altitude range 7–12 km. These results
show a mean standard deviation around 1.5 ppm, signifi-

cantly better than for the previous cases due to the robustness
of these transitions to temperature. These profiles have been
made consistent with those obtained from 12 C16 O2 transitions by multiplying the retrieved concentration by 0.967 in
July and 0.973 in November, a scaling factor close to the
one found by Boone (2005) who explains that this discrepancy could be a result of systematic errors in the strengths
of 18 OC16 O lines and/or an actual physical difference in the
mixing ratio from the expected 12 C16 O2 to 18 OC16 O isotopic
ratio. Figure 15a shows CO2 profiles in July 2005 and 2006
for the 7–12 km altitude range; the increase of the mixing ratio is still of about 2 ppm and the vertical negative gradient
from 7 to 12 km is about 1 ppm in 2005 and 2006. The peak
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seen at 11 km on Fig. 14a is not seen here. Figure 15b shows
CO2 profiles in November 2005 and 2006 for the same altitude range; the mixing ratio again increases by about 2 ppm
and the vertical negative gradients are close to the one observed on Fig. 14b. In conclusion, these preliminary results
obtained from real occultations show a CO2 concentration
trend close to the one measured in situ and a vertical gradient
in July and November consistent with aircraft measurement
campaigns (Engel, 2006; Sawa, 2008).

6

Conclusions and future work

Accurate temporal and spatial determination of CO2 concentration profiles is of great importance for the improvement
of air transport models. Coupled with column measurements
from a nadir instrument, occultation measurements will also
bring useful constraints to the surface carbon flux determination (Pak, 2001; Patra, 2003), for example, by indicating
what portion of the column measurement comes from the region below 5 km.
In this paper we have shown that, in contrast to present
and near future satellite observations of the distribution of
CO2 , which provide vertically integrated concentrations, the
high spectral resolution and signal to noise ratio of the solar occultation measurements of the ACE-FTS instrument on
board SCISAT are able to provide CO2 vertical profiles in the
5–25 km altitude range. The major difficulty, when applying a conventional method where the tangent heights pointing information is retrieved from CO2 transitions is the correlation which exists between the pointing parameters (tangent heights of measurements and temperature profiles) and
a CO2 a priori profile in this altitude range. This problem
has been solved using, for the first time, the N2 collisioninduced absorption continuum near 2500 cm−1 . Its high sensitivity to altitude leads to an estimated precision less than
100 m for the tangent height N2 -retrieval. These results are
confirmed by first retrievals from real ACE-FTS data. Moreover, in the 5–25 km altitude range, the selection of CO2 lines
with low values of the lower state energy value E00 makes the
CO2 retrieval quite insensitive to temperature uncertainties.
A comprehensive analysis of the errors (estimated from real
data) introduced by the instrument, spectroscopy, interfering
species, and temperature has resulted in the selection of a set
of 25 CO2 micro-windows. The use of an optimized regularization matrix based on a CO2 covariance matrix calculated from the MOZART model ensures good convergence
of the non-linear iterative retrieval method with an acceptable number of degrees of freedom and a vertical resolution
around 2 km. The estimated CO2 total error shows a bias of
about 1 ppm with a standard deviation of about 2 ppm after
averaging over 25 spatially and temporally consistent profiles. These synthetic results, simulating realistic conditions
of observation, and the first CO2 vertical profiles retrieved
from real occultations shown in this paper are very encourAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 2873–2890, 2009

aging as they basically match our present knowledge. The
method will soon be applied to the whole ACE-FTS archive
providing, for the first time, CO2 vertical profiles in the 5–
25 km altitude range over a period of more than 4 years on a
near global scale.
One remaining issue that will need to be solved is the use
of 18 OC16 O lines near 2610 cm for the lowest altitudes and
13 C16 O lines near 2020 cm in the retrieval. The ratio of iso2
topologues concentrations in the atmosphere can vary from
the standard abundance value assumed for the line intensities in the spectroscopic databases, especially the ratio of
18 OC16 O to 12 C16 O concentration. However, the consis2
tency seen between profiles retrieved from real data using either 18 OC16 O lines for the 7–12 km altiude range or 12 C16 O2
lines for the 10–22 km is very encouraging.
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